
 

The “KEYMACRO” application allows you to insert key press or key release messages in a MIDI file. It is based on the “Press”
and “Release” features available in TouchOSC versions 1.0 and above. With “Keymacro”, the touch pressure required to trigger
a key press or release is dynamically linked to the event that is detected. For example, it is possible to open a note with the touch
of a finger and close it when the finger leaves the screen. The ability to set a different touch pressure for a given command
makes it possible to customize the reaction to a press or release action according to the intended use of the application.
TouchOSCBridge Description: TouchOSC Bridge is a simple and fast-to-use application that allows TouchOSC users to transfer
data between the iOS application and MIDI capable applications on their computer, over Wi-Fi. It operates quietly, without
requiring any configuration on the part of the user. Using Bonjour, an Apple product that enables service discovery in a wireless
network, it automatically detects the presence of TouchOSC on a mobile device connected to the same network. Once the
application is detected, you will be able to access the TouchOSC Bridge by clicking the TouchOSC Bridge icon in the
TouchOSC app. From that point on, all MIDI data received by the application will be automatically redirected to the TouchOSC
Bridge. The “Keymacro” application, which can be used together with the TouchOSC Bridge app, allows you to insert key press
or key release events in a MIDI file, as if the key was pressed or released by touching the screen. Through the use of
“Keymacro”, a variety of new functions can be implemented, such as opening and closing notes with the touch of a finger,
triggering a sequence of actions by pressing a single button, triggering certain actions upon a certain sound or action. The app is
completely compatible with the TouchOSC protocol and provides you with a range of useful functions for all users. The
software works with most MIDI capable applications available on the App Store, including Apple Music, GarageBand,
WaveLab and many more. Features: - Keymacro for MIDI files, sending MIDI key and velocity data; - Remapping of MIDI
notes, channels, and faders; - Automatic remote control for TouchOSC applications; - Ability to forward all 70238732e0
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Deliver superior audio quality by tweaking the microphone channel input before it’s processed by the audio plugin.
KEYMACRO is a software-based microphone channel expansion that allows you to control the recording gain of any
microphone and amplify its sound. What is KEYMACRO? KEYMACRO is a software-based microphone channel expansion
that allows you to control the recording gain of any microphone and amplify its sound. It’s designed to add volume and peak-
processing to a microphone recording, making it suitable for any type of production. NOTE: If you don’t see the ‘Control Mic
Gain’ window, please refer to the manual to find out how to add this tool in your DAW. KEYMACRO Features: KEYMACRO
offers you a 24-bit, 48 kHz monitor recording control, so you can process all your favorite microphones through an input
channel. KEYMACRO enables you to add enhancements to your recordings and expand their dynamic range. You can specify
the microphone gain from the ‘Gain’ input and apply a typical gain curve. Use the ‘Gain’ slider to control the level of the mic
input. Additional volume controls are available from the plugin’s panel. KEYMACRO works with any audio recording, allowing
you to customize any audio track. NEW – Use this plugin to add volume and sound processing to your recordings, whether
they’re broadcast, recorded live, or any other type of production. The audio plugin offers many customization possibilities. You
can tweak its settings to match the way you would like to work, ranging from sound processing to general audio settings. The
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plugin’s advanced settings include: • Mic Gain: Allows you to set the level of your input audio with a single slider. • Soft Clip:
When the input signal exceeds a specified level, the software will automatically clip the audio. • Normalize: Normalizes the
input audio levels between -6dB and +6dB. • Offset: Allows you to increase or decrease the output level when playing back
recorded audio. • Time Stretch: Enables you to stretch the input audio to its maximum length. • Delay: Allows you to insert a
delay before processing the audio. • Add Grain: When enabled, the plugin will introduce a touch of distortion on the input
audio. • Grain Side: Allows you to choose the side of the input audio where the distortion will occur. •
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